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World Leader in Swine Production Solutions

We manufacture 
GrowerSELECT® Auger Systems 
and sell them direct to you, 
the end user...No extra DEALER 
MARKUPS..and we back them 
with the best warranty in the 
business...the GrowerSELECT 
TWO-YEAR WARRANTY.

Boots and Unloaders

Grow-Flex Auger

Drive Unit

Unloader Kits

Your feed system depends on properly functioning boots, anchor bearings and driver assemblies. 
The GrowerSELECT clear feed bin boot, available in a straight and 30° bottom, allows you to always 

Innovative manufacturing forges 
a stronger, more durable auger. 
Superior flexing and breakage strength 
outperforms standard auger coated 
with oxidation resistant oil finish after 
manufacturing. 

Drive unit motors and gear heads are 
manufactured to strict specifications in order to 
excel in the challenging conditions where they will 
be used. 

Whether you need to unload a single feed bin or 
have a multiple bin tandem setup you can count on 
Hog Slat to provide you with the parts you need at 
a price that can't be beat. Our GrowerSELECT line of 
unloader kits offer affordable solutions to your most 
complex feed distribution needs.

F E E D  S Y S T E M S

be sure feed is flowing properly. The GrowerSELECT line of auger bearings allows you to affordably replace your OEM equipment with quality components 
to fit all common sizes of feed pipe. Pairing these items with the GrowerSELECT weldments and driver assembly will complete the backbone of your feed 
delivery system, ready to offer you years of reliable service and performance.

Drop Adaptors

100% drop-out style adaptor fits existing brands 
of feed systems. Two piece design allows drop 
to be installed without disassembling the feed 
line.  Held securely with stainless steel hose 
clamps and overlapping seams. Positive shut-off 
with pull ropes.

Trust the proven line of GrowerSELECT controls, relays 
and switches to reliably keep feed available to your 
animals and provide many years of dependable 
service.

Feed Line Control Unit Extension Components

Reliably feed multiple rooms or rows 
from a single incoming feed line. 


